UNL is a member of the National Weather Camp Program

Discover Weather and Climate Science
Come and find out how scientists observe and forecast the weather as well as monitor the changing climate. During the week, participants will use instruments to make their own weather observations; learn how to forecast the weather; visit with National Weather Service forecasters; explore how drones are used in research; learn about storm preparedness; and, using our UNL TV weather studio, each camper will create a video of their weathercaster experience in front of the green screen. We will also conduct experiments throughout the week inside the classroom as well as outside to demonstrate basic weather and climate processes. Participants will also meet actual scientists and learn more about weather and climate related careers. Spend the week with other students who enjoy weather and science just like you! Hosted and taught by the University of Nebraska—Lincoln, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences and UNL College of Arts and Sciences, Geography Program.

University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Summer Weather Camp
Sunday June 11 – Friday June 16, 2017
This is a UNL Big Red Residential Camp
UNL is a member of the National Weather Camp Program

Discover Weather and Climate Science
Come and find out how scientists observe and forecast the weather as well as monitor the changing climate. During the week, participants will use instruments to make their own weather observations; learn how to forecast the weather; visit with National Weather Service forecasters; learn about the local weather and climate of Nebraska from tornadoes to blizzards; meet Emergency Management experts; visit the Air Force Global Weather forecasting facility; learn about storm preparedness; and, using our UNL TV weather studio, each participant will create a video of their weathercaster experience in front of the green screen. We will also conduct experiments throughout the week inside the classroom as well as outside to demonstrate basic weather and climate processes. Participants will also meet actual scientists and learn more about weather and climate related careers.


Information and Application:
http://4h.unl.edu/big-red-camps
Or put “UNL big red 2017 summer camps” in a Google search

More information about our UNL Weather Camp:
http://go.unl.edu/weathercamp